Technical parameters

Frequency: 50Hz
Time delay: 5sec
Power: 1800W
Current: 8.2A
Voltage: 220V
Induction distance: 5cm~20cm
Net weight: 2.3kg
Volume: 250mmX238X230mm

Electric shockproof protection: Type I
Waterproof protection:

simple malfunction transact methodology

- No induction
  - Check if the contact between plug and socket is good.
  - It's suggested to try again, plug in power or connect 220 power directly.

- Only cold wind without hot wind
  - Check if the joint of heating wire and temperature switch are open.
  - Connect the joint well to close the temperature control switch.

- Abnormal running
  - If there is foreign matter in air blower or if vane is shifted.
  - Take the foreign matter out and adjust vane.

- Not stop
  - If there is any matter which is located in front of air vent is within induction scope.
  - Remove the matter

- Heating wire becomes red, but no wind blows out
  - Open the panel to check if the air blower is damaged or shifted during transport.
  - Adjust the air blower again.

User’s reflection card

Dear user, thanks for your buying this product. If you have any suggestion for the product, please fill in this card and return to our factory. An exquisite gift will be presented if adoption.
Installation diagram

Product’s features and instructions

(1) **Automatic operation:** When double hands are under air vent, warm wind will blow out automatically so as to prevent from bacterial infection.

(2) **Electricity-saving design:** When hands leave the induction scope, this machine automatically stops work so as to effectively save energy.

(3) **Inside high-temperature protection:** When infrared induction is blocked for a long time or blower fan has a breakdown, or the inside has a high temperature, this protective device automatically stops work.

(4) **Unique appearance:** It can be used freely, prevent from the accumulation of dust and spray, and make your hands extend unrestrainedly.

(5) **Simple installation:** Inside lock lets you install more simply and convenient.

(6) **Shockproof and ultravioler-ray-resistance shell:**
   Adopt 100% imported high-quality plastic, which can resist both strong shock matters and ultraviolet ray so as to keep the shell bright and durable.

(7) **High power and low noise:** 54db noise and 1800w high power, which common dryers can’t rival.

Cautions:

(1) This machine should be installed on the wall which is firm and doesn’t shake.

(2) Don’t install it on the wall with flammable decorative materials to avoid causing fire or accident of body.

(3) Don’t block the air vent.

(4) If breakdowns, please cut off power and stop use, then immediately contact the distributor appointed specially by our factory.

(5) It’s prohibited to use such corrosive liquids as banana oil or alcohol etc. to wipe the shell.

(6) If there is pollution on the shell, please use a wet towel with soap water to wipe it after power is cut off.

(7) The persons who don’t know electric equipment well can not disassemble and repair it.